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Physical activity (PA) messages have demonstrated success in targeting parent support for PA. However, little research

exists to inform the development and dissemination of optimally effective PA messages targeting parents. A synthesis of

existing literature is necessary to inform message development and dissemination strategies.
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1. Introduction

Physical activity among children is on the decline. For example, only one third of children in Canada and one quarter of

children in the United States are meeting recommended physical activity (PA) guidelines . There is a need for

strategies to increase PA among children and it is suggested that such strategies should target parent support for PA 

 as it is an important determinant of PA participation among children .

One strategy for increasing parent support for PA is through the development and dissemination of targeted PA messages

. Messages can include motivational statements or information about PA , such as the benefits of PA or the

importance of supporting PA. Messages can be disseminated (i.e., purposely distributed) via different media channels

(e.g., social media campaigns, mass media messaging) to a target audience such as parents . Various PA campaigns

have demonstrated success using persuasive messages targeting parent support for PA and its antecedents (e.g.,

motivation, attitudes, self-efficacy, planning) . However, there are no known practice guidelines for the

development and dissemination of PA messages targeting parents. An important first step in understanding such practices

is a comprehensive synthesis of the peer-reviewed literature to identify strategies that have been employed in research

regarding PA messages targeting parents.

When developing and disseminating PA messages targeting parents, it may be necessary to consider the unique needs of

parents of children with disabilities (CWD) . CWD are less active than their peers without disabilities  and often rely

on parent support to facilitate PA . PA promotion efforts have been successful in increasing planning to provide

support for PA  and psychosocial antecedents of parent and self-reported parent support for PA  holding promise as

a strategy to motivate support for PA among parents of CWD . Parents of CWD have expressed unique and specific

messaging needs  and there has been a call for inclusive PA messaging practices that meet the specific needs of

people with disabilities . However, there is currently no known synthesis of research regarding strategies for developing

and disseminating PA messages targeting parents of CWD. Considering the unique needs of parents of CWD could

inform practice guidelines for motivating PA support among parents of CWD through targeted messaging.

The Framework for Knowledge Transfer  can guide the process of consolidating research findings to aid informed

decision making around message development and dissemination to a target audience. Within the context of the current

review, the framework guided the clear identification of (a) a target audience (i.e., parents and parents of CWD), (b)

literature supporting the development of PA messages targeting parents and (c) literature supporting the dissemination of

PA messages targeting parents. Therefore, this review has two purposes: (a) to identify considerations within the peer-

reviewed literature regarding the development and dissemination of PA messages targeting parents and (b) to identify

considerations regarding the development and dissemination of PA messages specifically targeting parents of CWD.

2. Materials and Methods

A peer-reviewed literature search and expert consultation were used to capture broad and comprehensive literature .

Search terms were determined in consultation with a librarian after the detailed assessment of indexing terms applied to a

‘known’ set of articles . A combination of terms for PA, exercise, parents, child, mass media, dissemination,

and messages was applied for the searches to identify relevant literature. In addition to these terms, the term disability

was added in a secondary search to identify research specific to parents of CWD. An example of a full electronic search
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strategy is as follows: A keyword search string of “physical activity AND parents AND child AND messages OR mass

media OR dissemination” was entered into the journal database PsychInfo. Limits were applied in line with eligibility

criteria. The following concepts were defined before conducting the search to provide clarity and consistency for the

researchers: PA, parent, child, disability, messages, and dissemination (See Table 1 ).

Table 1. Working definitions for the purpose of this research.

Term Working Definition

Physical Activity
(PA)

Any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that results in energy expenditure and results in
increased heart rate and breathing was used to describe both structured PA such as sports and programs,

as well as leisure time unstructured PA such playing with friends, dancing, or walking. Active
transportation was also included. Types of “play” were included in the review as long as they were

specified as physical or active play.

Parent Biological or legal guardian and/or caregiver.

Child Anyone up to and including age 24.

Disability Activity limitation or participation restrictions caused by physical or cognitive impairment.

Messages and
information

All information or knowledge about PA to be conveyed to a message recipient. All forms of information
and messages were allowable and included (e.g., digital, print, radio).

Dissemination
Distribution of messages and information to a target audience via purposeful channels and strategies. All

forms of dissemination were allowable and included (e.g., social media campaigns, mass media
messaging/commercials, posting guidelines on websites, or communications with a practitioner).

Content experts ( n = 28) included the first author listed on each of the records identified through database searches.

They were contacted via email (September–October 2019) and informed of the study objectives and were asked to

provide any relevant literature. Four authors could not be reached, 18 authors responded, six authors did not respond.

A reference managing software (i.e., Mendeley, London, United Kingdom) was used. The initial title and abstract

screening was performed by one researcher (initials removed for blind submission). Two researchers (initials removed for

blind submission) screened the full-text of remaining records independently based on the eligibility criteria. Among these

two researchers, there was an 80.5% agree when screening full-texts for inclusion. Any discrepancies in agreement were

resolved by discussion and consensus amongst all authors. One researcher (initials removed for blind submission)

manually searched the reference lists of eligible articles to identify any additional relevant records and screened records

from the expert consultations. A second researcher audited the manual search.

One researcher (initials removed for blind submission) extracted the following data from eligible articles: (a) record

characteristics (i.e., author, title, year, study design, and participant characteristics), (b) article focus (i.e., message

development, message dissemination, or both), (c) message development or dissemination strategy used or discussed,

and (d) key findings. One researcher developed preliminary themes and subthemes across the records using a thematic

analysis approach. These themes and subthemes were discussed and finalized among all authors.

3. Discussion

This is the first known systematic scoping review to identify peer-reviewed literature regarding the development and

dissemination of PA messages for parents, while also identifying additional consideration for targeting parents of CWD.

Although parents generally rank PA as a high priority for their children , they often encounter barriers to providing

support for PA . Taking identified barriers into consideration , providing information regarding

common barriers may serve to enhance parents’ self-efficacy or perceived behavioural control regarding their abilities to

provide support for PA. Previous messaging campaigns targeting parents have been effective in addressing common

barriers to support for PA . While some barriers (e.g., financial limitations, weather) may be difficult to address via

messages alone, providing parents with informational tools or examples may help to manage barriers  (e.g., ideas for

free, indoor, or low-cost PA).

The Framework for Knowledge Transfer  highlights the importance of using evidence-informed message dissemination

efforts as well as engaging researchers and community-based organizations to identify optimally effective message

dissemination strategies. PA messages targeting parents should be disseminated in a way that maximizes cognitive

processing pathways (i.e., awareness and recall). While awareness and recall do not necessarily directly translate into

changes in parent support for PA , PA messages that utilize dissemination strategies to effectively evoke
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awareness and recall may positively affect antecedents of behaviour such as attitudes and perceived behavioural control

. While more research is needed to understand practices to garner awareness and recall, one suggested

dissemination strategy is the use of consistent and repeated exposure of PA messages .

Many dissemination strategies may be universally effective. However, parents of CWD have expressed a need to feel

understood as an audience . Dissemination strategies that meet the needs and preferences of parents of CWD as an

audience can optimize information seeking behaviours  and message effectiveness  while also enhancing important

antecedents to behaviour change such as awareness and recall . Consideration for the unique preferences identified

in this review (e.g., multi-platform approach, “central hub” for information, blogs, and chatrooms) are recommended when

disseminating PA messages targeting parents of CWD via credible sources.

4. Conclusions

The results of this systematic scoping review have pragmatic implications in informing PA message development and

dissemination in practical settings, and can inform the development of practice guidelines for creating and disseminating

PA messages targeting all parents and parents of CWD. Future research is encouraged to explore message development

and dissemination strategies from other areas of health promotion and social marketing to further inform how to optimally

develop and disseminate PA messages to parents. Further, it is suggested that future research also consider various

mechanisms of health behaviour change in order to move messaging research forward and understand which

mechanisms might be best to target through the use of persuasive PA messages. The information synthesized within this

review can be used to guide future research as well as PA organizations wishing to develop and disseminate messages to

parents to motivate parent support for PA. The review provides unique considerations for the development and

dissemination of PA messages targeting parents of CWD, which are important in addressing the call for inclusive PA

messaging . The development and dissemination of evidence-informed PA messages targeting parents can optimize

their impact in motivating parent support for PA and ultimately PA participation among all children.
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